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a degree of civilization which it would be difficult for us to

realize, were it not that the antiquities help us in a remark
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two handsome octavo volumes before us . First of all, we
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assertions . A good idea, well carried out, is that of arrang

Literature ing frequently lists of poetical expressions for sword , boat,

Du Chaillu's “ Viking Age " *
horse, helmet, and other weapons and articles most used

and held in affection by these ancient stalwarts. Hardly a

Books about the ancient inhabitants of the Scandinavian

peninsula are not very numerous in English ; and those that phase of lifeis passedover, or left unillustrated by picture

are worth verymuch are not easily accessible to the general and theplaces rich in relics are fully described.

The runic inscriptions , the literature,

Ten chap

public . It is matter for congratulation, therefore, that a
ters are devoted to religion , four to superstitions , and one

popular writer has explored the field thoroughly, and has
to the struggle hetween paganism and Christiani ! y. Land

made these seafarers speak for themselves. A well digested
A well - digested and social life receive fascinating illustration in text and

compilation would have been welcomed ; but what we have
picture, and here we recognize the archetypes of many of

is, in reality, a work of original research . The thesis is laid
our own peculiar customs. Most of Volume II . treats of

down in readable English ; and the proofs are given in over
life on the sea, when, with ravens for pilots and muscle

a thousand pictures, which in themselves are arguments. In
for motor, these brave and brawny men set out in their

the fullnessof his mental and physical powers, this explorer swift boats to harry the coasts of sunnier lands . The two

of Africa andtraveller in the land of the midnight sun has concluding chapters treat of the discovery of America and

entered upon a new task . The adventures of Japheth in
the settlements on the Orkneys and Hebrides. In appen

search of a father are as nothing compared to the adven

tures of this Huguenot-American in search of the progenitors

dices are extracts from Frankish chronicles, fac- similes of

A good inof the English-speaking peoples. AsMr. Waters is adept sagas, andlists of coins found in Scandinavia.

dex completes the furnishing of a well-made book filled like
in tracing out genealogies in England, so the witty, versatile,

a brimming vessel with fascinating information, well -told

buoyant Du Chaillu shows a wonderful knack of ferreting story, unhackneyed anecdote and incident,and mines of

out details of fact from the most unpromising materials. He
original authority. The amount of illustration is simply

has emerged after nine years ' study of libraries, literature,
surprising

sagas, museums, coasts, lands, graves, and relics of all sorts .
Du Chaillu has not only provided us with just the book

His nervous force must be tremendous. We are not sure

to read under the winter's evening lamp, but he has invested
that he penetrated into sheol , but that he raked into mysteries

the lands of northwestern Europe with a new and peculiar

of subterranean deposit in a manner to disquiet the shades

charm . It is like making the acquaintance of a most charm
of the old Norsemen is most evident. Much of his work

ing person , and then finding him a relative. Though the

has been that of resurrection, for he has unearthed an
author may not fully satisfy the ethnologists, or infuse into

amazing amount of dead facts , long unnoticed and forgot
them his own enthusiasm , yet to Americans the Norsemen

ten , which he now makes to speak . From some region will hereafter have an added human interest . We doubt

north of the Black Sea , and therefore having many points
not that this book will arouse young men and women to be

in common with the Greeks, the Norse migration and
students , who will make this fresh and delightful subject a

civilization advanced steadily northward by the power of
special field of investigation. Some Hawthorne may also

superior intelligence . From all sources at his command ,
arise to turn into the coinage of common thought and golden

Du Chaillu hasmade out a fairly continuous history of these

progenitors of the English -speaking people. The men of delving in a mine little worked.

story the heaps of gold which Du Chaillu has won by long

the viking age settled England, Scandinavia and other coun

tries, and impressed themselves, as no other single race has
Darwin on Coral Reefs *

done, upon Europe.

Mr. Du Chaillu's purpose is to prove that the men of the
THE APPEARANCE of a new edition of Darwin's noted

viking age—that is , the hardy Scandinavians who inhabited
work on coral reefs, at this time, is an event of some impor

the viksorbaysof the greatnorthern peninsulaofEurope before theessay on the Origin of Species 'had made its
tance in science. The first edition appeared in 1842 , long

were our ancestors. They visited the southern countries,
author famous.

from Scotland to Italy , for purposes not strictly scientific or
In the earlier work , however, the writer's

benevolent ; and, consequently, our ancestors ' figure in the
capacity for patient observation and keen deduction was ap

British and other chronicles aspirates,' beasts,” devils' and
parent ; and the new and striking theory which he put forth

sors ofPluto .' Indeed, the variety of pet-names applied islands,which lie scattered like vast ‘ fairy rings ' over the

to explain the origin of the numerous ' atolls,' or coral

to these pagans, in prayers, litanies , books and common

speech , is remarkable. Yet our author is proud of his
surface of the Great Ocean , was so probable and so well

ancestors and ours, for he maintains that they were not
supported by facts, that it at once received the assent of the

savages . They developed a civilization peculiar to them
scientific world , and soon came to be regarded as an estab

lished truth in cosmology. It held this position , almost un
selves, having nothing in common with the Roman world .

Hence the inability of the nations under Roman culture to
assailed , for nearly forty years . Then , suddenly, sharp at

understand or appreciate them. Before the Norsemen tacks, nearly simultaneous, were made upon it from various

carried their warfare into Gaul and Britain , they possessed

quarters. The theory supposed that theatolls were situated

area of subsidence,' where high islands, surrounded

* The Viking Age : The Early History, Manners, and Customs of the Ancestors of

the English -Speaking Nations. By Paul B. Du Chaillu . 2 vols . $ 7.50. New York : * The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs. By Charles Darwin. Third

edition . With appendix by Prof. T. G. Bonney. $2 . New York : D. Appleton & Co
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by ' fringing reefs, ' had gradually sunk,while the encircling Wilson ('Christopher North'), and Robert Burns and Gerald

reefs were by the polyps steadily built upward, until at last Griffin . The ' Etc. ' includes translations from Rabelais,

nothing remained ,in each case, but the great coral ring,en Molière and Voltaire, the translators ' names not being given .

closing a lagoon where the island had formerly risen . The There are short biographical notes of most of the authors

modern objectors , however, affirm that the appearances in from whose works selections have been made.

the regions where the coral reefs and atolls are found indicate

not subsidence but elevation , or else no change of level , and Mr. Astor's New Novel *

that a new theory is therefore needed to account for their It is not very difficult to render an account of what

formation . Darwin himself lived just long enough to learn pleases us in Mr. William Waldorf Astor's ' Sforza : A Tale

of these objections , and to receive them with a good -humored
of Milan .' It is the youthfulness of the style and the mat

smile and a remark which indicated the source and nature
ter; the enjoyment of and full confidence in hard knocks and

of their weakness. In another quarter, however, their re dangerous escapades, wizards, monks and warriors, strange

ception was very different. The opponents of evolutionary
scenes, old times, the favor of antiquity. There is barely

doctrine— who, like the opponents of Galileo's astronomy,
a shadow of a love -affair, and it seems almost like a second

had unreasonably made a religious question of a mere sys thought of the writer to change the handsome young fencer,

tem of science - welcomed the objections with a childish Narvaez, into the love -lorn damsel, Mariquita, so slightly is

outburst of delight . The great theorist, they argued, is the business sketched. But we have portents, and forlorn

shown to have been mistaken in his earlier hypothesis; hopes and hair-breadth 'scapes galore. The best of it is that

which was thought to have been so firmly established. We it is all , or nearly all , true. The history of Ludovico

may, therefore, safely assume that he was also mistaken in
Sforza's wars with Louis XII . of France furnishes forth the

his later doctrine. This conclusion , even if the premises heavier part of the undertaking. An unjaded imagination,

were true, would by no means follow. The fact that New
well fed with knowledge of old wines , old oaths , antique dress

ton's theory of light is no longer received does not in the
and manners does the rest . Taste and judgment are shown

least affect the universal acceptance of his theory of gravity.
in the adjustment of these two elements ; still , it is not Sforza,

In this new edition , Mr. Francis Darwin has taken care
nor his gallant nephew, nor the ill - fated Isabelle, nor the

that the question shall be reconsidered in the manner most problematic Mariquita that remains with us when we close

worthy of his father's memory and character - that is , by a
the book . We do not believe that any of them is a favorite

careful and impartial examination of all the facts and argu with the author. His creation, Almodoro, penetrating and

ments adduced on both sides. This work has been per superstitious, concocter of wonderful plots , always the vic

formed by the eminent editor, Prof. Bonney, in an admirably
tim of circumstances, may be dear to him ; but we feel that

judicial spirit . When the opposing views and authorities
his ideal and true hero is the Chevalier Bayard , and that he

are thus compared and weighed together, the immense pre
has really put his heart into the description of the mad

ponderance on the Darwinian side becomes at once apparent. charge upon the lanzknechts , the chase of two hundred by

As most persons must be guided in a question of this nature
one into Milan . We can hear the four-pound iron mace

by the judgment of experts, it will probably be deemed
crash through skull and helmet. There is hardly a dull

sufficient to say that Prof. James D. Dana, whose well page in the book. It is much stronger and more equal

known work on ' Corals and Coral Reefs,' coupled with his
than Valentino ,' the author's first novel , and gives promise

unequalled opportunities of observation , places him un
of yet better work to come.

questionably first among authorities on this subject, pro Without interfering with the flow of the narrative, Mr.

nounces without hesitation , after a thorough review of all Astor's descriptions of costume, architecture and natural

the objections, in favor of Darwin's theory. scenery are very effective . He has evidently “ read up '

conscientiously for his book ; but no amount of study gives

“ Half -Hours with the Best Humorous Authors " * the knack of concise and picturesque description . In the

THE HUMOROUS literature of the English language is like scene of the bivouac, in Chapter XIII. , for instance, it is

the Abyssinian's cow on a march , from whose ribs and almost a stroke of genius to make the mysterious Almodoro,

haunches any number of prime cuts could be extracted with in the mist under the dripping hemlocks, gaze into the col

- out injuring the going qualities of the animal . No other ored flames sent up by thefragments of an old water-soaked

kind of literary work so well bears being served up in the boat thrown upon the camp- fire, while devising his attempt

shape of selections ; and we may turn with a certainty of on the Swiss couriers. It suggests another story. Indeed.

renewed pleasure from the ' extract ' to the poem or tale or it is one of the writer's good points that he suggests much

essay from which it was taken , and find it ready for us to that the inexperienced hand would develop in episodes

come and cut again . Mr. Charles Morris has cut and carved which could only detract from the interest of the main

to such purpose that he has filled four substantial-looking story.

volumes with selections from American and English humor

ists. A great part of the former are from authors not very New Books of Verse +

widely known, and 'Anonymous' is put down for a consider MR. SWINBURNE's latest volume, Poems and Ballads : Third

able number of savory paragraphs and versicles. Still , we Series ' ( 1 ) , contains much that is fine and very little that is trivial .

gladly renew acquaintance with Brer Rabbit and the Tar It is free from the sensuousness and exuberance of epithet which

baby, and with the barrel-organ - now , alas ! silenced - of
characterized some of his earlier works , and the facility which is

Pan in Wall- Street.' Philip Fr eau is here with his ' Direc
shown throughout the book is not that facility which has been

termed fatal , but is almost invariably felicitous. All the music of
tions for Courtship,' and William Cullen Bryant with his de

words , rhymes, and metres , of which he is so great a master, rings
scription of Corn - Shucking in South Carolina. ' Charles

clearly and sweetly ; and if his alliterations be frequent, they are

G. Halpine discourses of ' Mushrooms' and Henry Picker nevertheless an artful aid, and lend to the lines a definite grace and

ing of ' The Buckwheat Cake. ' And Wouter von Twiller's charm . The poems exhibit great seriousness of thought and dig.

Indian Pudding,' and Charles Dudley Warner's ' Pumpkin nity of expression blended with exquisite melody. There are two

Pie ,' and Sam Slick’s ‘ Sentiments,' and ' The Schoolboy's subjects upon which Mr. Swinburne can write better than any
Apples' are of the feast - the last a contribution of ' Anony: other poet ; and whenever we discover a title that hints of the

mous.' In the two volumes of English, etc. , selections this * Sforza: A Tale of Milan . By William Waldorf Astor. $ 1.50 . New York : Chas.
Scribner's Sons.

contributor is less conspicuous and there are very few un By Algernon Charles Swinburne. New
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cludes Praed and Mahoney ( " Father Prout ') and Scott and by J. Logie Robertson . $ 1.50. New York: Macmillan & Co. 4. Ad Lucem . Se .

lected by Mary Lloyd. $1 . New York : Thos. Y , Crowell & Co. 5. The New Pan
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